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Behaviour Procedures
On the reverse of the letter I have provided parents and carers with a ‘zone board’ chart
that will be used in each class from Monday 19 September. This highlights our
expectations of the children with regard to their behaviour and also sets out the positive
and punitive consequences attached to each zone. I will hold an assembly for the
children on Monday to make our expectations clear. Developing an even stronger culture
of respect for all in school is an important aspect of our development plan this year.
Please note that children will continue to receive praise letters – these will now be halftermly and be either green or gold in colour. Children who are in the green zone for the
majority of the time will receive a green letter and a child consistently in gold will get a
very special gold one. Children start each day on green and can move up and down the
board throughout any given school day.
Jewellery
For health and safety reasons, ALL jewellery items such as watches, rings, chains,
bracelets and ear-rings MUST be removed before a pupil takes part in a Physical
Education lesson. If your child cannot remove their own ear-rings, then it would be
helpful if they were to leave them at home on days when they know they are doing
physical activities. If children have just had their ears pierced and should not remove
them until healed, we can make temporary arrangements for them to cover them over
with tape if they bring some adhesive plasters or alternative. However, in some PE
lessons, such as gymnastics, a child may be asked to sit out if they have recently had
their ears pierced and it is necessary for the ear-rings to remain in the ear until healed.
This is because the tape itself can cause a hazard.

Uniform
Please make sure that your child/ren attend school in full uniform. Our expectations are
explained on the website and can be found here;

http://www.hambleton.n-yorks.sch.uk/parents/uniform/

In addition to this information it is expected that children will wear either black
conventional school shoes or predominantly black trainers (less than 10% of another
colour as a guide line). Thank you for your help in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

DAVID BARBER
HEADTEACHER

